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Editorial
Dear readers,
Welcome to the seventh issue of the KeyCoNet newsletter; the
first issue to be published in 2014.
KeyCoNet is the European Policy Network on Key Competences
in School Education, funded under the European Commission’s
Lifelong Learning Programme. This newsletter aims to keep readers up to date with the network’s news, activities and outputs.
KeyCoNet News is published three times a year providing regular reports on developments regarding the network’s activities,
website and events, as well as EU, international and national news
related to key competence development in school education.
Each issue also features a special focus either on a specific
aspect of key competence development, or a recent output
of the network’s activities. This edition’s special focus announces
KeyCoNet’s public online consultation on its recommendations
for policy and practice, which has just recently been launched, and
will be online until 16 June 2014. In this issue, we call on all teachers, head teachers, parents and students from all over Europe
to make their voices heard by answering the short online survey,
which will take no longer than 10 minutes. Interested in finding out
some of the preliminary results emerging from respondents who
have already taken part? Read on!
We wish all our readers, and especially our newly joined associates, a pleasant read of this issue.

Caroline Kearney
(Education Analyst & KeyCoNet Project Manager, European Schoolnet)
On behalf of the KeyCoNet Network

http://keyconet.eun.org
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ABOUT KEYCONET - THE KEY
COMPETENCE NETWORK

a key competence approach to improve
the learning of low achievers is in its first year
of implementation. More information is provided in this issue.

KeyCoNet (http://keyconet.eun.org), funded
under the European Commission’s Lifelong
Learning Programme, is a growing network of
more than 70 organizations representing educational stakeholder groups from 19 European
countries, focused on improving the implementation of competence-based education in
schools across Europe.

Finally, on the basis of the evidence collected
during the project’s lifetime via the above mentioned outputs, recommendations for policy and
practice are progressively being formulated,
regarding the enablers and obstacles to a holistic
implementation of KCD. To help us shape these
recommendations, you are warmly invited to
take part in KeyCoNet’s online consultation.
KeyCoNet is focused on analyzing initiatives The survey will be available until the 16 June
on the implementation of key competences in 2014. Access the survey via www.keyconet.
primary and secondary school education across eun.org/recommendations and find out more
Europe. Visit the Project Results page on the in the Special Focus section of this edition.
KeyCoNet website (http://keyconet.eun.org/
project-results) to access the various outputs Although this project uses the 2006 European Framework as a reference point, we are
produced by the network so far.
aware that key competences can be expressed
KeyCoNet has produced two literature reviews and understood in different ways, according
on key issues in relation to the definition and to each national context. The network thereimplementation of key competences in school fore embraces an open and inclusive approach.
education in Europe and assessment approachCommunication in the mother tongue
es. Moreover, network partners have collaboCommunication in foreign languages
rated with project coordinators at national level
to produce case notes describing Key CompeMathematical competence and basic
tence Development (KCD) initiatives taking
competences in science and technology
place in their countries. The most interesting
Digital competence
of these case notes have been developed into
Learning to learn
case studies (detailed analyses based on a rigSocial and civic competences
orous methodology drafted by researchers and
Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship
policy analysts).
Cultural awareness and expression

A European mapping report and country
overviews have also been produced and made
available on our website, monitoring the state
of progress of KCD in various countries across
Europe. Each year, peer learning visits take
place in a country where an interesting KCD
reform has been identified. The latest peer learning visit recently took place in Malta, where
the Core Curriculum Programme which uses

http://keyconet.eun.org

European Framework for Key Competences (2006)

Among KeyCoNet’s core partners and associates partners, are Ministries of Education/
related agencies, universities/research institutes, European organizations and practice
related partners. This diverse partnership allows for effective cross-fertilization between
policy makers, researchers and practitioners.
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ing provision for newcomer pupils (pupils
whose home language is not English). It provides advice and support to pre-school, primary and post-primary schools. IDS provides
an interpreting service for schools to support
home-school communication. It also provides
translated letters and policies. Other services include advice and support for welcoming
new arrivals, communication with home,
curriculum access, intercultural awareness
and planning and assessment using the Common European Framework of Reference. IDS
is leading the way in best practice in the context of intercultural education. It has much
KeyCoNets’s community of associate mem- to learn from others working in this area
bers continues to grow and we are very across Europe and much to share.
pleased to welcome 29 new organizations
from 8 countries (Belgium, Estonia, Finland, Ashbourne Community
Greece, Ireland, Norway, Portugal and Spain) School - Ireland
who have recently joined us. New associate
members can contribute to the KeyCoNet
We hope to create links with
network, and benefit from it, in several ways,
other educational
including offering their unique perspectives
institutions throughout Europe,
on the network’s draft recommendations
an exciting opportunity for global
for policy and practice on the implementation
collaboration.
of key competences in school education.
KeyCoNet also has a growing number of associate members, and aims to further increase the
number of participating countries and expand
the diversity of its stakeholders. Check out the
next section of this newsletter to learn more
about our 29 new associate members who recently joined the network, and the Get Involved
section to become an associate member.

A GROWING NETWORK: NEW
ASSOCIATES ON BOARD!

For this seventh Edition of KeyCoNews,
we asked some of our new associate members
to introduce themselves and to share with
us the reason why they joined KeyCoNet.

The Inclusion
and Diversity
Service (IDS) Nothern-Ireland

”

Through KeyCoNet, Ashbourne Community
School will get the opportunity to learn about
other schools and their development ideas
whilst highlighting some of the work being done
in Ashbourne. The school is currently researching Comparative Judgement Assessment and
launching its own TV channel live in mid May.

LUMA - Finland

We welcome the opportunity
to have both strategic and operational influence.

”

We want the latest information
about key competences in Europe.

”

The Inclusion and Diversity Service (IDS) LUMA Centre Finland inspires and motiis a Regional service for Nothern-Ireland pro- vates children and youth (ages 3 to 19 years)
viding advice and support to schools regard- in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering

http://keyconet.eun.org
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and Mathematics) education, and supports the
work and life-long learning of STEM teachers
working on levels of education from early childhood to universities. LUMA Centre Finland is
an active developer of STEM education in Finland, and wants to get the latest information
about the key competences in Europe.

EUROCLIO - EU
We believe that our work can
complement projects in subjectbased approaches to key competence
development initiatives.

”

EUROCLIO, the European Association
of History Educators, based in The Hague,
the Netherlands, supports the development of Intercultural Competences through
responsible and innovative history, citizenship and heritage education as a way to promote critical thinking, mutual respect, peace,
stability and democracy. KeyCoNet’s aim
is to identify, analyze and map key competence development initiatives and their implementation strategies across Europe. We
believe that our work can complement projects in subject-based approaches to key competence development initiatives. Moreover
we have worked on these various issues over
the last 20 years and could assist in building
further synergies with other stakeholders.

Vlaamse Scholierenkoepel Belgium
A curriculum that gives young
people the chance to make their
own dreams come true in the future is essential.

”

Vlaamse Scholierenkoepel (VSK) gives students
a voice in what they believe is important for education. A curriculum that gives young people

http://keyconet.eun.org

the chance to make their own dreams come
true in the future is essential. Key competences
developed with students are the basics of such
a strong curriculum. That’s the education VSK
wants to go for together with KeyCoNet.

National Center for
Educational Innovation
and Research – Spain
We are interested in KeyCoNet
as CNIIE coordinates different projects aimed at the integration of key
competences in the Spanish educational system.

”

In February, the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports of the Government of Spain,
through the National Center for Educational
Innovation and Research (CNIIE), became
part of the KeyCoNet network. Different projects aimed at the integration of key competences in the Spanish educational system are
coordinated by CNIIE. One of these projects
(Curricular Integration of Key Competences
- PIC) addresses the integration of key skills
in school curricula on the basis of the Spanish educational standards. Currently, CNIIE
has two publications (free download), serving the entire educational community and focused on teachers’ reflection and training in
relation to this educational approach (https://
sede.educacion.gob.es/publiventa/detalle.action?cod=16109).

Autonomous Community
of La Rioja - Spain
Joining KeyCoNet is a good
chance to share experiences,
resources and knowledge about
key competence development in
Europe.

”
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La Rioja recently joined KeyConet because it is
very interested in learning about different ways
of implementing key competences in primary
and secondary schools.La Rioja is currently collaborating with the Spanish Ministry of Education and other Spanish communities in a project
consisting of facilitating strategies to integrate
key competences in Spanish schools – the PIC
Project. From 2012 until now, 33 primary and
secondary schools from la Rioja have been working to consolidate a key competence approach in
the curriculum.

Conselleria de
Educación, Comunitat
Valenciana - Spain
We want to improve on
the basis of other members
contributions.

by 30 Alzira schools as the subject of a KeyCoNet case note (http://keyconet.eun.org/
case-notes-2013). Since 2010, Valencia is
participating in the PIC Project (Curricular Integration of Key Competences Project)
and, as a result of its success, the administration intends to offer such training to all of its
schools through a training schedule. Valencia
wants to share its experience and results and
improve on the basis of other members’ contributions.

Actitudes - Spain
Our research is being
implemented in Spanish schools.

”

Actitudes joined the Spanish KeyCoNet node
in 2013, coordinated by Dr. Pérez-Pueyo, and
has been developing a line of research on
key competences (programming, sequencing
Valencias’ relationship with KeyCoNet and evaluation) since 2006, under the name
started when the network selected the “proyecto INCOBA” which is being very suctraining experience executed in 2009 cessfully implemented in Spanish schools.

”

http://keyconet.eun.org
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KeyCoNet would also like to warmly welcome
our other associates who have recently joined:
belgium

Estonia

finland

greece

ireland

Norway

Portugal

http://keyconet.eun.org
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KeyCoNet would also like to warmly welcome
our other associates who have recently joined:
spain

EU

http://keyconet.eun.org
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EU/INTERNATIONAL
KCD NEWS
New Maltese Core Curriculum
Programme - Competence-base
Education for Improving the Learning
of Low Achievers.

KeyCoNet’s recent peer learning visit took place
in Malta, where the new Core Curriculum Programme, focusing on a key competence approach to improve the learning of low achievers,
is in its first year of implementation. The peer
learning visit started in the afternoon of Tuesday 29 April at the National Curriculum Centre
of the Maltese Ministry of Education. The Network benefited from a welcome address by Mr.
Evarist Bartolo, Minister for Education and Employment in Malta, as well as a presentation of
Malta’s Core Curriculum Programme (CCP) and
a discussion with its three designers: Mr. Gaetano Bugeja (Assistant Director), Ms. Joanne
Grima and Dr. Michelle Attard Tonna (Education Officers). A debriefing session followed in
which various Education Officers responsible
for the design and implementation of the CCP
for particular subjects shared their experiences after this first year of implementation. On
Wednesday 30 April the peer learning visit continued at St. Thomas College St.

http://keyconet.eun.org

Lucia’s Girls Secondary School, which included
an observation of a mentoring session taking
place in the school’s Learning Zone, an illustration of project-based learning activities within
the school, the opportunity to consult and discuss CCP students’ portfolios, as well as a final
debriefing session including the experiences of
Head/Assistant Head teachers, teachers, mentors, inclusion coordinators and other school
staff regarding the implementation of the programme in their schools.
To consolidate what was learned by participants
as a result of the Maltese peer learning visit,
and to be able to draw clear conclusions to feed
into the network’s recommendations, our partner from the University of Helsinki is currently
drafting a peer learning visit report which will be
available on KeyCoNet’s website in June, along
with the detailed accompanying case study. In
the meantime, you can already view the video
produced by KeyCoNet illustrating the views of
the stakeholders involved in the Maltese competence-based reform, available on our website
(http://keyconet.eun.org/videos).

The Entrepreneurial School (TES):
Launch of the TES Guide for Teachers
120 teachers from 22 European countries were
selected to come to Brussels to launch Europe’s
first Virtual Guide to Entrepreneurial Learning
(www.tesguide.eu) on 6-7 March 2014. The
guide contains tools, methods and good practice recommended by teachers for teachers, to
help them make entrepreneurial teaching and
learning a reality in their classroom, whatever subject they teach. This pool of trainers will
drive the creation of an entrepreneurship education community of educators at school level
across Europe. KeyCoNet’s coordinator attended the training event and interviewed representatives of the European Commission, industry
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TES Guide for Teachers: www.tesguide.eu

and teachers and heads involved in the project. Check out the TES video available now on
KeyCoNet’s website (http://keyconet.eun.org/
videos), as well as the accompanying case study
to be published in June.

Expert Working Group on Cultural
Awareness and Expression
KeyCoNet was represented at the European
Commission’s Expert Working Group on “Cultural diversity, intercultural dialogue and accessible and inclusive culture”, which took place on
10-11 March 2014. The group’s specific focus in
this current period is on the development of the
key competence «Cultural Awareness and Expression». Around 60 participants, representing Ministries of Education and Culture took
part, and the remit and focus of the group’s upcoming work was fixed. The expert group’s two
overarching objectives will be to map and discuss the current practices in cultural education
in Europe, and the way forward; and produce a
manual including recommendations for policy
makers and practitioners, which will serve as a
valuable instrument for promoting and adopting European best practices.

rope) Expert Meeting on the assessment of competence-based-learning took place in Brussels
on 13-14 March 2014, gathering experts from
eight European countries (Albania, Brussels,
Estonia, Finland, France, Norway, Sweden and
Switzerland). The meeting was an opportunity
to share international experience in this area
and to reflect on ways to move forward. More information available at http://www.vbs.nl/1071cidree-expert-meeting.

Recent KeyCoNet Webinars
for Teachers
KeyCoNet’s first webinar was held on 30 January 2014. This webinar was devoted to presenting and collecting feedback from teachers about
«The Entrepreneurial School» project’s virtual
guide to Entrepreneurial Learning. The guide
has now been finalized and is available at http://
www.tesguide.eu. The recording of this first
webinar is available at http://keyconet.eun.org/
events/webinars.

KeyCoNet’s second webinar took place on 11
April 2014. Katerina Riviou from the Greek
school, Ellinogermaniki Agogi, illustrated how
to design and assess learning activities fostering a competence-based approach, with an emCIDREE Expert Meeting
phasis on project-based learning and authentic
The CIDREE (Consortium of Institutions for means of assessment. The methods that had
Development and Research in Education in Eu- been discussed are currently being tested in

http://keyconet.eun.org
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the European project TRANSIt: TRANSversal
key competences for life-long learning: Training
teachers in competence based education project
(http://www.transit-project.eu). In case you
were unable to attend but are interested, the video recording of the webinar will be made available on the KeyCoNet website later this month.

European Schoolnet Academy
Future Online Course for Teachers
on Competence-Based Teaching

Reaching out to more than 3,500 participants
from 60 countries in Europe and across the
world, European Schoolnet Academy (www.
europeanschoolnetacademy.eu) is the first European platform providing free online courses
tailored specifically for teachers and educators.
Created via the support of European-funded
projects, Ministries of Education and other organisations offering training to primary and
secondary teachers, the Academy aims to provide a wide range of professional development
opportunities online. Currently the Academy
has two courses running on future classroom
scenarios and innovative practices for engaging
STEM teaching.

efit from training on. As a result, it has been decided that the course will focus on project-based
learning and the assessment of key competences. More information will be provided in our
next newsletter.

CATS Conference 26 July – 1 August
2014: Gathering and Empowering
Children and Young People to Enhance
Core Capacities for Living and Learning
in the 21st Century
The CATS conference (Children as Actors for
Transforming Society) is an international,
annual, week-long conference that takes
place in Caux Palace near Lake Geneva in
Switzerland. It is organised by Initiatives of
Change, the Child to Child Trust and Universal
Education Foundation/Learning for Well-being
with Funky Dragon. The event allows children,
young people and adults to live, learn and work
together as equal partners in transforming
society. Last year for the first edition, CATS
brought together around 200 people from 30
countries, including around 60 children and
young people. It is rapidly becoming the meeting
point for a global community of advocates for
the rights and well-being of children. This year
delegations from different European countries
and from other regions of the world will gather
again to discuss children as advocates for
their rights as well as in education, health and
media, in a programme co-designed and co-led
by children and adults. Read the Participant’s
Booklet with all the practical information you
need to participate, and also the Executive
Summary of the Strategic Plan. Be sure to visit
CATS page on the Caux website for updates
about speakers, workshops and registration.
You can also follow the conference on Facebook.

KeyCoNet will be launching an online course
for teachers on competence-based education on
European Schoolnet’s Academy in November
2014. KeyCoNet has been consulting experts For more information email:
and teachers regarding topics within compe- mareme.kaloga@ic-fr.org
tence-based education that teachers would ben- julia.movshovich@ic-fr.org.a

http://keyconet.eun.org
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sessment are being implemented in schools. As
part of England’s curriculum reforms, schools
European Contest for Teachers on
will be able to introduce their own approach to
Entrepreneurial Learning
formative and summative assessment to supTRANSIt, a project training teachers in compe- port pupil attainment and progression.
tence based education, and ENTREDU, which
aims to improve schools’ entrepreneurship DfE welcomes input from researchers and those
cross-curricular spectrum education through a who work in education and children’s services
user-friendly platform for teachers and learners, on how the gaps in research can best be filled.
are jointly organising a contest.The contest aims How can research influence policy development
to inspire and encourage European teachers of and delivery? What research priorities should
primary and secondary education to design and DfE set? Have your say! https://www.gov.uk/
implement learning scenarios that develop en- government/news/setting-research-prioritrepreneurial skills in their class. Participants ties-in-education-and-childrens-services.
need to register to the contest community and
create an education scenario, illustrating inter- 150 eTwinning Teachers
disciplinary features (Economics and Business and Students Rewarded
studies should not be the only subject relating to by the European Commission
entrepreneurial skills; other subject areas such
as Science Education, Environmental Educa- The European Commission rewarded 150 teachtion, History will be highly valued). The contest ers and pupils for their outstanding achievewill offer five places at the teachers’ summer ments in developing European collaborative
school in Attica, Greece (http://udlnet.ea.gr/) projects via eTwinning on the 8 April 2014.
and three places at the EDEN Annual Confer- The winners of the eTwinning Prizes 2014 were
ence in Zagreb, Croatia (http://www.eden-on- awarded in three main categories based on the
line.org/2014_zagreb.html). Deadline for the age range of pupils. LYPS - Let Your Passion
submission of learning scenarios is 20 May Shine was nominated best eTwinning project
2014.The winners will be announced on 31 May 2014 for helping children discover their skills.
2014. More information available at http://en- The project promoted students’ healthy self-estredu.ea.gr/contest2014/.
teem which is essential for their future success
and wellbeing. Find more details about all the
winners on the eTwinning website.
Filling Research Gaps in Education
As part of England’s Department for Education’s
(DfE) commitment to make its research more
collaborative and driven by the needs of the education sector, a series of research priority and
question papers have been published. One such
paper focuses on assessment, curriculum and
qualification priorities. In line with KeyCoNet’s
recommendations, it states that there is a need
for more research to ascertain the efficacy of
different assessment systems, and the extent to
which innovative approaches to formative as-

http://keyconet.eun.org

New KeyCoNet Catalogue
KeyCoNet has published an updated version of
its catalogue of initiatives concerned with key
competences development. The 2014 catalogue
includes a European overview of 50 initiatives.
It also provides preliminary information about
European initiatives as well as those collected in
fourteen European countries (Austria, Belgium,
Estonia, Finland, France, Ireland, Malta, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Spain,
12

Sweden and the United Kingdom). Full descriptions of these initiatives can be found in the case
notes on the KeyCoNet website (http://keyconet.eun.org/project-results).
Key Compe ence
Development
in Europe

CATALOGUE OF INITIATIVES
http://keyconet.eun.org
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they can manage in the future? We are at the
turning point in education. Find out more here:
http://e-ope.ee/en/conference/

Interactive Technology in Education
2014 Conference
Interactive Technology in Education (ITE) is the
largest conference in Finland related to information and communication technology for educational use. The conference took place on 10-11
April, and was followed by a workshop day for
teacher on 19 April. More information is available at http://www.itk.fi/2014/info/english.
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NATIONAL NEWS AND EVENTS

Symposium: Digital Competence
and Key Competences

KeyCoNet’s partner HITSA, the Information
Technology Foundation for Education in Estonia, recently organized the event ‘‘Network attracts: Jack and Robot’’ which promoted ICT
in education and media literacy. A special focus
was given to computer coding for teachers and
students as HITSA believes this will become
one of the key competences in the near future.
More information to be found at http://www.
innovatsioonikeskus.ee/et/jaak-ja-robot.

The symposium took place in Stockholm on the
6-9 May. It conceptualized digital learning materials and presented a typology based upon an
analysis of the digital learning materials. It also
presented to what extent and how they are used
in classrooms in Denmark and Norway. The
second part of the symposium reflected upon
the research-design in a number of case studies
conducted, in order to explore the role of learning resources in collaborative work and interaction between students and teachers. http://
www.designsforlearning.nu/conference/symposium.htm

HITSA Spring Conference
“Turning Point in Education”

The Contribution of Key Competences
to Educational Success

HITSA’s Spring Conference tool place on 9-10
April, and focused on the following key questions: Learning and teaching are changing every day, but which direction should be chosen if
there are no right answers anymore and there
are so many options? We know, that we have
Generation Y, we have technology, needs of the
society and future jobs unimaginable today.
How should we teach contemporary children so

Olivier Rey, French Institute of Education, ENS
Lyon, gave a presentation on “The contribution
of key competences to educational success”.
This presentation was relayed via videoconference in more than a dozen of institutions of the
French Academy of Bordeaux. It took place on
the 27 January 2014 and the PowerPoint presentation can be downloaded at http://catice.
ac-bordeaux.fr/index.php?id=16878.

Network Attracts!

http://keyconet.eun.org
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UPCOMING EVENTS

“Subject Portal” Meeting

3rd Day of Digital Content for Education

19-21 May 2014 – Bad Hofgastein, Austria

16 May 2014 – Braga, Portugal Event for tea- The “Subject Portal” meeting is an annual meechers, teacher trainers and researchers
ting gathering together inspectors, headteachers and teachers who are well known in AusThe Centre of Competence in ICT in Education tria for the develpoment of quality materials for
at the University of Minho aims to discuss the eLearning environments. The participants of
educational potential of digital content during the meeting are responsible for the quality and
the 3rd day of Digital Content for Education dissemination of their subject through the por(jCDE 2014). The conference will constitute an tal. This year, various modules will be presented
open space for sharing experiences and reflec- by experts of the departments and discussed in
tions. Anybody interested in this issue is welco- working groups. This meeting is jointly orgame to attend the jCDE2014: http://www.nonio. nised by KeyCoNet’s partner BMBF (Austrian
Ministry of Education) and associate member,
uminho.pt/jcde2014/.
Edu Group.

http://keyconet.eun.org
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Recent publications on key competence development
in Europe
 anguage Trends 2013/14- British Council-CfBT - Find out more about the state of
L
language learning in primary and secondary schools in England by reading the Language
Trends report of the British Council. A special focus is given to the transition between
primary and secondary school and the impact it has on children’s learning. http://www.
britishcouncil.org/sites/britishcouncil.uk2/files/language-trends-survey-2014.pdf
 n Initiative at European Level: Global Enterprise Project (GEP) - Alain Michel
A
on behalf of the AFAE (French Association of Education Stakeholders) published a paper
focusing on school and enterprise. He introduces the reader to GEP, a project gathering
business professionals and young people aged 15 to 18 together. The aim of the project is to
sensitise the youngsters to the skills needed to create a business and to encourage them to
think on a global scale. Available in French: http://www.education-revue-afae.fr/pagint/
revue/resume.php?id_art=306.
 chools Design New Assessment Packages to Replace the Complicated Levels
S
System in the UK - A new package of pupil assessment methods, developed by teachers
for teachers, has been unveiled by the British government. The new methods will help
schools easily and accurately chart pupils’ attainment and progress so they can provide
effective, targeted support where it is needed, and will give parents clearer information
about their child’s performance and progress. Read the press release to get a summary
of the nine methods: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/schools-win-funds-todevelop-and-share-new-ways-of-assessing-pupils.
 ew Observatory Briefing Paper: Innovation in the classroom - European
N
Schoolnet’s Observatory published its 6th Briefing Paper in March, concentrating on the
analysis of the relationship between teaching and learning style and the use of innovation
tools in the classroom, especially simulations and data-logging tools. Read the full Briefing
Paper.
 urydice Report: Education and Training in Europe 2020. Responses from
E
the EU Member States - How can we address skills mismatches? How can we upgrade
skills? Read the third chapter of this recent Eurydice report and find out more about
improving skills and vocational education and training for youth employment. http://
eacea.ec.europa.eu/education/eurydice%20/documents/thematic_reports/163EN.pdf.

http://keyconet.eun.org
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chers, parents and students from Romania,
Portugal, France, Spain, Ireland, Estonia,
Greece, Norway, Austria, the Netherlands,
Finland and Poland. 75% of these responses
are by teachers, so we thank them for their
active participation, and at the same time encourage other teachers, and especially head
teachers, parents and students to take part.
The majority of responses so far come from
stakeholders in Romania, Portugal, France
and Spain, where at least 125 or more responses have been collected in each country.
We hope to hear the views of many other
stakeholders in these countries and particuWhat strategies are schools currently using larly others in the coming weeks. Below we
to adopt a competence-based approach, and offer a first insight into the results emerging
what obstacles are they encountering? Which from the consultation. However, due to the
teaching and learning methods do students consultation having only very recently been
most appreciate engaging in when develo- launched, and the resulting low response rate
ping their competences, and how are they (especially from students, parents and head
assessed? Do parents consider this to be a re- teachers), we would like to underline that
levant and useful approach to improve their these results are only indicative, and not rechildren’s learning? These are some of the presentative in any way.
questions asked by KeyCoNet’s public consultation, which was launched online on 8 April, According to 80% of teachers and head teachers surveyed so far, key competences are
and will be available until 16 June 2014.
defined in their country’s education system.
The consultation aims to gather feedback from However, in comparison, only just over 50%
teachers, head teachers, parents, students of teachers and heads state that key compeand other education stakeholders on compe- tences have actually been well integrated into
tence-based teaching and learning in schools. the curriculum and daily practice of schools.
This public feedback will complement the ex- This clearly indicates that there is still a lot to
pert feedback being collected in parallel at na- be done in terms of proper implementation
tional level, and will be used to further improve of the competence-based approach in schools
and qualify the network’s recommendations across Europe. We hope that KeyCoNet’s refor policy and practice, due to be published at commendations will contribute to making
the end of November 2014, and presented at this happen in the near future.
KeyCoNet’s final conference in Brussels.
All teachers, heads, parents and students who
have responded to the survey so far either
First Results Emerging from
agree or strongly that developing key compeStakeholders’ responses
tences is important to help young people sucAt the time of writing 896 responses have ceed in learning and in life. The majority also
been collected so far by teachers, head tea- agree that even if it is not easy, it is indeed

SPECIAL FOCUS: HAVE YOUR
SAY ON TEACHING AND
LEARNING 21ST CENTURY
SKILLS AT SCHOOL
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necessary to teach and assess transversal
competences and skills in schools. However,
interestingly the majority of parents and students who responded in Romania, France,
Finland, Estonia, and Flanders either agreed
or strongly agreed that it is not possible to
properly teach and assess transversal competences and skills such as team work and creativity. This would suggest that there is still
some work to do in changing parents’ and
students’ mindsets and working with them to
illustrate how this can be done. In relation to
the statement ‘Focusing on key competences
may lead to a lack of time devoted to learning
content featured in examinations’, although
most stakeholders from the various countries either disagreed or strongly disagreed,
the majority of teachers in Romania, Austria,
Flanders, Greece and Finland, as well as head
teachers in Romania and Austria agreed that
this is the case. There is clearly a need to develop ways of better assessing competences
so that they are given value and time in the
curriculum.
When asked which are the biggest obstacles
their education systems’ face in implementing a competence-based approach, teachers
and head teachers who responded so far
rated time required for teachers, pupils and
parents to change their way of thinking and
approaches to teaching and learning in first
place. In second place they claimed insufficient financial resources for changing learning environments as another clear barrier.
Lastly, the difficulty of developing new assessment tools and insufficient resources for
teacher education and continuous professional development were also rated as a significant obstacle. In terms of strategies schools
are currently using to implement a competence-based approach, the majority of teachers and heads claimed that they were investing in teacher professional development

http://keyconet.eun.org

on new teaching methods and ICT training
for teachers and students to support this approach. Teachers and heads also claimed that
their schools were providing opportunities
for school community stakeholders to reflect
on the implications of key competence development on teaching and learning.
So, are the strategies being put in place
tackling the obstacles identified? Yes, to some
extent, as lack of time to adjust to this new
approach and training were identified as obstacles, and countries are providing professional development on new teaching methods
for competence-based education as well as
ICT training. However, one of the main obstacles identified as being needed to be overcome, is the difficulty of developing new assessment tools; but hardly any country who
has responded so far claimed to be providing
teacher professional development focused on
new approaches to assessment. This is where
the need is, but there is unfortunately a lack
of expertise. This is supporting evidence for
KeyCoNet’s forthcoming recommendation on
stimulating research on different approaches
to assessment, especially concerning transversal competences.
These initial results indicate that the majority
of teachers, heads, parents and students who
have participated so far, are convinced that
developing key competences is important,
and that it is possible and necessary to teach
and assess them, but that this is difficult and
currently an obstacle to their proper integration into teaching and learning. This could
potentially indicate that teachers, heads, parents and students are ready to adopt this new
approach, so the timing is right to invest in
more research on the assessment of key competences to enable this progression, as well
as develop experimentations testing these
new assessment tools in real conditions. So
17

21st century skills applied to real-life situations
at school? If so, take part in KeyCoNet’s online
consultation (http://keyconet.eun.org/recommendations). It will take maximum 10 minutes
and you could be one of our lucky winners to
be invited to participate in KeyCoNet’s final
conference in October at the end of November
2014! The survey is available in English, German, Estonian, Greek, Spanish, Portuguese,
Finnish, French, Dutch, Norwegian, Polish and
Romanian. If you represent another stakeholMake Your Voice Heard by
der group (e.g. a university, a ministry, an NGO,
Participating in KeyCoNet’s Online
an international organization, industry etc.) you
Consultation Now!
can also take part in the consultation by answeAre you a teacher, head teacher, parent, or stu- ring the short survey in English, also available
dent interested in the teaching and learning of at the same link.
far however, from the few responses received
from parents across Europe, the majority do
not know if competence-based education has
led to any changes in their childrens’ learning
or whether it has had a positive influence on
their childrens’ attitude to learning. It is therefore important for schools to communicate
better with parents throughout the competence-based education reform process.

http://keyconet.eun.org
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KeyCoNet website
A USEFUL TOOL

http://keyconet.eun.org

What can you do on the KeyCoNet website?
 iew the KeyCoNet introductory video to find out more about KeyCoNet’s activiV
ties and members.
Subscribe to the KeyCoNet newsletter and consult previous issues in the archive.
 ccess news on key competence development from the
A
latest issues of other relevant newsletters we link to,
such as the Eurydice newsletter and the French Institute of Education’s bulletin, as well as recent reports by
the European Commission, the OECD and other international and national organizations publishing on the
topic.
Take advantage of the search tool (http://keyconet.
eun.org/project-results) which filters project results by
country, competence, dimension, learning context, education level and the type of output available.

Which project results can you find on the KeyCoNet website?
 wo full literature reviews on key competence development in school education
T
in Europe and the assessment of key competences, and a summary incorporating
the key results of both reviews.
A catalogue offering a snapshot of key competence development initiatives in
Europe.
Case notes describing interesting initiatives at national level across Europe, related to the implementation of key competences at school.
 ase studies and accompanying videos developed from the most interesting
C
case notes and drafted by researchers and policy analysts on the basis of a rigorous
methodology.
A European mapping of initiatives on the development of key competences,
presenting an overview of the initiatives analysed in the case notes.
Country overviews providing a global picture of the approach taken to key competence development and the state of progress in each of the following countries:
Austria, Belgium, Estonia, Finland, France, Ireland, Norway, Portugal, Slovakia,
Spain and Sweden.
 eports on the network’s peer learning visits to Seville and Dublin, with
R
accompanying videos. The report concerning the most recent peer learning visit to
Malta will be made available on the KeyCoNet website in June 2014.
http://keyconet.eun.org
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Get Involved!
Would you like to contribute to the work of KeyCoNet? Then check out
how below! To contact us write to keyconet-info@eun.org.
 ake part in the online consultation and ensure your view on 21st cenT
tury skills in teaching and learning is heard! The online survey which takes
only 10 minutes to complete can be accessed at www.keyconet.eun.org/recommendations.
Apply for your organization to become an associate member of the network here: http://keyconet.eun.org/partners/associates
 ecome a member of the KeyCoNet LinkedIn group! Would you like to
B
exchange with peers and experts, and discuss the development of key competences
in school education? Then join our KeyCoNet LinkedIn group! It is your chance to
exchange directly with KeyCoNet’s partners and associate members across Europe
on central issues related to key competences.
 o you know about any news on key competence development which
D
could be interesting to feature in the next issue of KeyCoNews? Let us know.
 heck our website to see if one of KeyCoNet’s networking events is due to take
C
place somewhere near you!

What are the benefits of becoming an Associate member?
 pportunity to influence a new policy area of high interest to the European ComO
mission and to have a say in the final recommendations on KCD which will help
shape the EU’s and member states’ positioning on this issue;
 pportunity to network with several leading policy/research/practice organisaO
tions across Europe that have a stake in KCD as well as to identify opportunities
for future collaboration with them;
 pportunity to join networking events or network meetings with local (and posO
sibly non-local) travel paid, and to participate in any of the online activities and
learning opportunities organised by the KeyCoNet network;
 pportunity to gain a solid overview on the state of play of KCD in Europe rooted
O
in sound evidence provided by KeyCoNet policy, research and practice partners;
 pportunity to display the KeyCoNet logo on your website and dissemination maO
terials to demonstrate your organization’s commitment to KCD.
There is no membership fee, nor any reporting duties; only a lot to benefit from!
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So, join us (http://keyconet.eun.org/partners/associates) and become a part of our growing community on key
competence development in school education in Europe.

Find out more
partners:

information about our network’s

Ministries of Education / National agencies

http://www.bmukk.gv.at

http://www.ond.vlaanderen.be/
wegwijs/AKOV

http://www.education.gouv.fr/

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/

http://www.ncca.ie/

http://www.eitsa.ee/en/

Universities and research institutes

http://ife.ens-lyon.fr/ife

http://www.eiesp.org

http://www.uned.es

http://www.ie.uminho.pt/

http://www.ie.ul.pt

http://www.uv.uio.no/pfi/
english/

http://www.cicero.fi

https://www.jyu.fi/en/

Practice-related partners

http://www.ja-ye.eu

http://keyconet.eun.org

http://www.rektorsakademien.se
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Gesundheit
& Verbraucher

contact us
We are happy to hear whether you are interested in receiving further information or providing us with suggestions. Contact us at: keyconet-info@eun.org
About european schoolnet
European Schoolnet is the coordinator of the KeyCoNet project.
European Schoolnet is a network of 30 Ministries of Education from across the European
member states, leading educational innovation at European level. As a major international
think tank, European Schoolnet operates key European services in education on behalf of
the European Commission, member Ministries of Education and industry partners.
European Schoolnet’s activities are divided among three areas of work:
Policy, research and innovation: information sharing and evidence building.
Schools services: enhancing cooperation between schools across Europe.
 dvocacy: how ICT and digital media contribute to transforming teaching and learning
A
processes.

Join us on
http://europeanschoolnet.org

@eu_schoolnet

http://www.facebook.com/european.schoolnet

#KeyCoNet

The KeyCoNet project has been funded with support from the Lifelong Learning Programme of the European Commission. Responsibility for this publication lies solely with the author, and the Commission is not responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.
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